
 

Barbera 

 
ORIGINS 
Barbera is believed to have originated in the 13th Century in the hills of Monferrato in 
central Piedmont, Italy. The productive and versatile red grape variety is Italy's third most 
planted dark-berried vine, after Sangiovese and Montepulciano. A small number of 
Barberas underwent a significant metamorphosis during the 1980s and 1990s as 
producers, in a parallel development to the Sangiovese-based ‘Super-Tuscans’, undertook 
barrel maturation. The prototype was the late Giacomo Bologna's Bricco dell' Uccellone. 
These avant-garde Barberas, being invariably the product of low yields and careful 
vinification, have more body and flavour than traditional Barbera. 
 

VITICULTURAL INSIGHTS 

The Barbera vine is very vigorous and capable of producing high yields if not kept in 
check by pruning and other methods. Excessive yields can diminish the fruit quality in the 
grape and accentuate Barbera's natural acidity and sharpness. In Piedmont, the vine was 
prized for its yields and ability to ripen two weeks earlier than Nebbiolo even on vineyard 
sites with less than ideal exposure. Barbera is a very adaptive grape and can grow in a wide 
range of vineyard soils. It does well on our sandy soils as this helps limit the vigor and 
yields alongside Hans’ through canopy management. This results in a purposely low yield 
of 500g/vine.  
 
WINEMAKING  

Our Barbera spent 21 days on the skins progressing to wild yeast fermentation before 
being pressed and transferred into one French barrique for malolactic fermentation. This 
great “Italian” has been aged on its fine lees for 24 months. No fining and no filtration to 
maintain its beautiful aromas and flavours. This wine is inspired and in homage to the 
man who first put Barbera on a pedestal, the late Giacomo Bologna of the Braida estate 
whose Bricco dell'Uccellone was the first internationally marketed Barbera. 
 

FLAVOUR PROFILE 

Deep lush notes of juicy plum, strawberry jam and ripe red cherry are complimented by a 
strong velvet backbone, elegant tannins and smoky finish. A wine to be enjoyed now or 
for years to come. Having been aged in the barrique for such a long time, we recommend 
decanting to allow our Barbera to breathe.   

Proudly included in Michel Bettane’s International wine bestseller 

“THE WORLD’S GREATEST WINES” 
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